Introduction
In any group there are two operations of conjugation, (x,y)-y-txy and (x,y)-yxy-'.
If we denote the first by xr>y and the second by XP-'y, then these operations satisfy the following three identities.
quandle structure in which each point is an isolated fixed point of the symmetry through it.
Related to involutory quandles are n-quandles. Definition 1.5. For n an integer, let x~"y=xS(y)". An n-quandfe is a quandle satisfying the identity x D"y =x. Hence, a 2-quandle is an involutory quandle.
It should be noted that quandles are seldom associative. In fact, the identity (X D y) D z =x D (y D z) is equivalent to the identity x Dy =x. To reduce the number of parentheses we use the notation XDY DZ for (XDY)DZ.
Knot quandles
Consider a regular projection of a knot K, such as the trefoil knot in Fig. 1 , and label the arcs a, 6, c, . . . , where by 'arc' is meant a segment from one underpass, over whatever overpasses there may be, to the next underpass. At each underpass, read a relation on the arcs, as 'a under b gives c' ar>b = c. Let Q(K) be the quandle generated by the arcs with relations given by the underpasses. For instance, Q(trefoil)= (a,b,c:aDb=c,bDc=a,cDa=b) which is isomorphic to Core(ZI3Z). The order of Q(K) need not be equal to the number of arcs in the projection; it need not even be finite. A different regular projection of K will give the same Q(K) up to isomorphism. Moreover, if K and K' are equivalent knots, then Q(K) is isomorphic to Q(K). Proofs and precise definitions will be supplied beginning in Section 12.
A similar construction gives the (non-involutory) quandle of a knot. An orientation of the knot is used to determine the relations. As expected, the knot quandle holds more information about the knot than the involutory knot quandle. It will be shown to be a complete invariant.
Representations and the general algebraic theory of quandles
There are various ways that groups may be used to represent quandles. First of all, Conj G, for G a group, is a quandle. Many quandles may be represented as subquandles of Conj G for appropriate G. Free quandles, for example, may be so represented as shown in Section 4. Secondly, homogeneous quandles may be represented as H\ G for Ha subgroup of G where an automorphism of G fixing H is needed to describe the quandle operations on H \ G (see Theorem 7.1). Nonhomogeneous quandles are representable as a union H, \ GU Hz \ GU ---where several automorphisms are used to describe the quandle operations. Finally, a quandle may be given as a set Q along with an action of a group G and a function E : Q+G that describes the symmetries of Q. Such a construction is defined to be an augmented quandle in Section 9. We will be able to study some varieties of quandles by means of augmented quandles.
The equational theory of conjugation
In this section we show that the theory of quandles may be regarded as the theory of conjugation. Consider the two binary operations of conjugation, (x,y)-y-'xy=x~y and (x,y)-yxy-' =XP-'y, on a group. We ask whether there are any equations involving only these two operations which hold uniformly for all groups other than those which hold in all quandles. To this end we show that free quandles may be faithfully represented as unions of conjugacy classes in free groups. We must only show that this extension is well defined. But this follows directly from that fact that in P the analogues of (1) and (2) hold for Although the equations true for conjugation in groups are also true in quandles, there are many statements true for conjugation in groups but false for quandles in general. For instance, the implication pDq=p implies qDp=q holds in Conj G for all groups G but is false for the quandle Cs(4) described in Section 6.
Automorphism groups of quandles
Let Q be a quandle. We define three automorphism groups for Q. First, there is the group consisting of all automorphisms, the full automorphism group of Q, Aut Q. Second, there is the subgroup of Aut Q generated by all the symmetries of Q, called the inner automorphism group of Q, Inn Q. Third, there is the subgroup of Inn Q generated by automorphisms of the form S(x)S(y)-' for x, y in Q, called the transvection group of Q, Trans Q. Inn Q is a normal subgroup of Aut Q, and Trans Q is normal in both Inn Q and Aut Q. The quotient group Inn Q/Trans Q is a cyclic group. The elements of Trans Q are the automorphisms of the form S(x, )" +--Sag such that el + ... + e, = 0.
To illustrate these groups let Q be iR* with x~y = 2y -x considered as a quandle in the category of topological spaces. Then Aut Q consists of the affine transformations of I?*. Inn Q includes the point symmetries and the translations. Trans Q includes only translations.
Representation of quandles as conjugacy classes
Two elements x and y of a quandle Q are said to be behaviorally equivalent if S(x) =S(y), that is, ZDX=ZDY for all z in Q. Behavioral equivalence is a congruence relation, "b, on the quandle, and Q/Eb is isomorphic to the image S(Q) as a subquandle of Conj Inn Q. The elements of Q are behaviorally distinct iff S is an injection, in which case Q is isomorphic to a union of conjugacy classes in Inn Q.
Even if the elements of a quandle are not all behaviorally distinct, the quandle may be isomorphic to a union of conjugacy classes of some group. There is a universal group in which to attempt to represent a quandle as a subset closed under conjugation. As noted previously, every group G may be considered to be a quandle, Conj G, with conjugation as the quandle operation. Adjointly, every quandle Q gives rise to a group, Adconj Q, generated by the elements of Q modulo the relations of conjugation. Precisely, Adconj Q has the presentation (3, forxEQ:XPy=9-'v, forx,yEQ)
The function q: Q-Conj Adconj Q sending x to R is a quandle homomorphism whose image is a union of conjugacy classes of Adconj Q. Also, q has the universal property that for any quandle homomorphism h : Q-+Conj G, G a group, there exists a unique group homomorphism H: Adconj Q-+G such that h = Ho q. Thus, if any h : Q-Conj G is manic, then q is manic. But q need not be injective in general. Consider the involutory quandle Cs(4) of order 3 determined by the equations aD b = c, CD b = a, br> a = b D c= b. Since b D a = b, If commutes with 6. But a D b = c, so 6-l 36= E. Therefore, 0 = c, and q is not injective.
Later, when we consider the quandle associated to a knot, the non-injectivity of q will be important. For example, the quandles associated to the square and granny knots are distinct, but the Adconj groups of these quandles (which are the knot groups) are isomorphic, and for each, q is not injective.
Representation of quandles as coset classes
Lets be an automorphism on a group G. We may define quandle operations on G by x~y=s(xy-')y and XD-'y=s-'(xy-*)y. Denote the resulting quandle by (G;s). Let H be a subgroup of G whose elements are fixed by s. Then H\ G inherits this quandle structure.
HxDHy=Hs(xy-')y
This quandle (H \ G; s) is a quotient of (G; s). G acts on the right on (H \ G; s) by (Hx)y=H(xy), and the action is by quandle automorphisms. Since G acts transitively on H \ G, it follows that (H \ G; s) is a homogeneous quandle, that is, there is a quandle automorphism sending any element to any other element of the quandle.
We are mainly interested in the case when s is an inner automorphism of G, s(x) =z-'xz for some fixed element z of G. Then XPY =z-'xy-'zy.
When H contains z, the operation of (H \ G; z) = (H \ G; s) is HxpHy=Hxy-'zy. (H,,H2, . . . \ G;z~,zz ,... ) .
Proof. Let Q be a quandle and G = Aut Q. Let Qt, Q2, . . . be the orbits of the action of G on Q. For each index i choose pi E Qi, let zi = S(p;), and let Hi be the stability subgroup Of pi. Then for each i, Hi is contained in the centralizer of Zi, and SO we haveaquandleP=(H,,H2,... \G;zl,z2 , . . .) as described above. Define e : P-+ Q by
HiX-piX.
As in the proof of the previous proposition e may be shown to be an isomorphism. 0
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Algebraic connectivity
We say that a quandle Q is algebraically connected (or just connected when there will be no confusion with topological connectivity) if the inner automorphism group Inn Q acts transitively on Q. In other words, Q is connected iff for each pair a, b in Qthereareal,az ,..., a,inQande,,ez ,..., e,in{l,-1)suchthat Let Q be a quandle and q a point of Q. The q-fibre of a map g : Q-Q" is the subquandle Q'= {p E Q Ig(p) =g(q)} of Q. Suppose that Q" is a quotient of Q, that is, Q" is given by a congruence on Q. In general the q-fibre does not determine Q"; just consider quandles whose operation is first projection.
Theorem 8.1. Let Q be an algebraically connected quandle and q a point of Q. Then every quotient of Q is determined by its q-fibre. Consequently, every congruence on Q is determined by any one of its congruence classes.
Proof. Let Q" be a quotient of Q with q-fibre Q'. Let a, be Q. By the connectivity of Q there is an inner automorphism x such that ax= 6. Since homomorphisms respect inner automorphisms, it follows that g(a) = g(b) iff g(ax) =g(bx). Hence, g(a) =g(b) iff ZXE Inn Q such that ax= b and bxe Q'. Thus, Q' determines Q". 0
Augmented quandles
An augmented quandle is intended to be a quandle with a group acting on it by quandle automorphisms such that the group contains 'coherent' representatives of the symmetries of the quandle. Since the symmetries and the action determine the quandle operations, it is redundant to require the original quandle operations. AQl. qW=q V'qEQ.
AQ2. e(qx) =x-'e(q)x Vqc Q, VXE G.
Given an augmented quandle (Q, G), we can define quandle operations on Q by
Then Q is a quandle, the action of G on Q is by quandle automorphisms, and the augmentation map is a quandle homomorphism E : Q-*Conj G. A third augmentation of Q is (Q, Adconj Q), (see Section 6). the augmentation is q : Q-+Adconj Q, while the group action is defined as
where pE Q and 47 ... &" is an arbitrary element of Adconj Q, qi E Q, ei E { -I,]} for i= 1 , . . . , n. This is a well-defined group action. Axiom AQl clearly holds, and since q(Q) generates Adconj Q, AQ2, follows from the fact that q: QConj Adconj Q is a quandle homomorphism as noted in Section 6. This example supplies the coterminator in the category of augmentations of Q.
We now consider constructions in the category AQ of augmented quandles. Products, equalizers, and limits in general are constructed coordinatewise. For instance (Q, G) x (P, H) = (Q x P, G x H) with coordinatewise action and augmentation map. Colimits are less obvious. Let U be the forgetful functor from AQ to the category of groups. U(Q, G) = G. The functor U has a left adjoint Tand a right adjoint V. That II has a left adjoint is automatic and uninteresting; T(G) = (0, G). On the other hand the existence of a right adjoint .is unexpected. The existence of a right adjoint for U simplifies the construction of colimits in AQ. For if (Q, G) is the colimit, colim(Q;, G,), then G is the colimit, colim G; in the category of groups. Unfortunately, the forgetful functor from AQ to the category of quandles has no right adjoint. We use another construction of augmented quandles to complete the description of their colimits.
Let (Q, G) be an augmented quandle and f: G-H be a group homomorphism. Then Q x H is a right H-set with action (~,x)y = (q,xy). Define an H-set congruence on Q x H by (q,y) = (p, t) iff yz-i =f(x) and p = qx for some x in G. Let q@y denote the congruence class of (q,y), and let Q@o H denote the set of congruence classes. It follows that (qOy)z= q@yz and @f(x) = 4x0 1. Now consider an arbitrary colimit (Q, G) = colim(Qj, Gj) in the category AQ. As noted above G is the colimit, colim Gj, in the category of groups. By the preceding proposition, (Qj, Gj)+(Q, G) factors uniquely through (Qj, Gj)*(Qj@o, G, G) for each j. Consequently, (Q, G) z colim(Qj @,, G, G). This reduces the construction of colimits to the case when there is a single augmentation group for all the quandles Pi = Qj@, G, and all the maps (Pi, G)+(P,, G) are of the form cf, 1).
In this case let P= colim Pj in the category of sets. Then P has a unique right Gaction consistent with the G-actions on the Pi, and there is a unique function E : P+ G consistent with the augmentations E : Pj +G. With this action and with E: P+G, (P,G) is an augmented quandle. Moreover, (P,G) is isomorphic to colim(Pj, G). We summarize this result.
where G = colim Gj in the category of groups. It is also isomorphic to (P, G) where P = colim Qj @o, G in the category of sets. 0
Some quotients and some free quandles
Some quotients of quandles are described by normal subgroups of an augmentation group. In particular, the largest abelian quotient and the largest involutory quotient are so described. Let (Q, G) be an augmented quandle and N be a normal subgroup of G. Let G/N be the quotient group with elements denoted as XN for x in G. Let Q/N be the quandle Q@o(G/N). Then the elements of Q/N correspond to equivalence classes qN= {qne Q 1 no N} for q in Q. The action Q/Nx G/N-Q/N is given by (qN)(xN) = (qx)N, and the augmentation E : Q/N+ G/N is given by e(qN) = e(q)N.
Let us first consider the abelianization of a quandle, that is, its largest abelian quotient. Let (Q, G) be an augmented quandle. In order that Q be abelian, we require:
QAb. (pbq)1>(rPs)=(pbr)P(qbS).
Equivalently, e(q)@(s)) = &(r)e(q&(s)). That is, every element of the form
&(q)&(s)-'&(r)&(q)-'&(s)&(r)-' (*)
be equal to 1. Let N be the normal subgroup of G generated by the elements of the form (*). Then the quotient (Q/N,G/N) of (Q,G) is assured to be abelian. It is evident that (Q/N,G/N) has the universal property that each map (Q,G)+(P,H) factors uniquely through (Q/N, G/N) whenever P is an abelian quandle. Moreover, if e(Q) generates G, then Q/N is the abelianization of Q, where the @, and wj are expressions not involving p. For example, the identity for nquandles, p D" q =p is of this form.
Theorem 10.2. Let (Q, G) be an augmented quandle such that E(Q) generates G, and
let n be a positive integer. Let N be the normal subgroup of G generated by elements of the form s(q)". Then Q/N is the largest quotient of Q which is an n-quandle. 0
Corollary 10.3. Let A be a set and G be the group presented as G=(aforaEA: a"=1 foraEA).
Then the free n-quandle on A consists of the conjugates of the generators of G. 0
Specializing to the case n =2, we discover a description of free involutory quandles.
Corollary 10.4. The free involutory quandle on two elements is isomorphic to
Core Z with generators 0 and 1.
Proof. Let A = {a, b} and G = (a, 6: a 2 = b2 = 1). The quandle of conjugates of a and b in G is Q= {akk 1 kc Z}. Verification that ax" baxm = ax2"-" shows that f: Q-Core Z, f(ax") = n, is an isomorphism of quandles. 0
Finally, we present the free abelian involutory quandles. We now have that 2k.,...,2k,) which clearly displays the bijectivity of h. 0
Alternatively, we may describe the free abelian involutory quandle on n + 1 generators as {(k,, . . . , k,) ~5 Z" + ' 1 exactly one ki is odd} as a subquandle of CoreZ"+'.
Involutory quandles and geodesics
The fact that symmetric spaces are involutory quandles and that their structure is determined by distance along geodesics suggests that involutory quandles is general be determined by some kind of geodesic. Consider, for example, the integral line quandle, L = Core Z. Interpret L as the integral points on a line. Then for m, n in L, rn~ n = 2n -M is found by moving along the line from M through n the same distance beyond n as m is beyond n. The suggestion may be formalized as follows. SeeFig. 2.
It is easily seen that an involutory quandle with geodesics is an involutory quandle. The operation D is as defined in QG2. Fig. 3 displays a typical involutory quandle with geodesics. Proof. Recall Corollary 10.4 which states that L is the free involutory quandle on two points. Let Q be the given quandle. For each pair of points x, y in Q there is a unique quandle map f: L --) Q such that f (0) =x and f (1) = y. Take all such maps as geodesics. Clearly, QGl holds. For points x, y, if f is a geodesic such that f(m) =x andf(n)=y, thenf(mDn)=x~y, hence,QG2holds,Finally,givenageodesicfand a point x, the geodesic g required for QG3 is that such that g(O)=f(O)~x and g(l)=f(l)DX. 0
The fundamental quandle of a pair of spaces
Let P be the category of pointed pairs of topological spaces. An object of P is a pair of spaces (K, X), K a subspace of X, along with a distinguished point * in X-K called the basepoint. ) for all x in X. This concept of homotopy in P yields a quotient category [P] with the same objects as P where maps are homotopy classes of maps in P.
One object of [P] is the circle S = (0, S') where S' is the unit circle in the complex plane with basepoint at 1. S is a cogroup in [PI, that is, S has a group structure in [Plop. The homotopy classes of maps from S to any object (RX) in P is a group rr(K,X) which is just the fundamental group of X-K, r(K, X) = n, (X-K) . This group gives only partial information about the way that K is situated in S. For instance, when K is a knot in 3-space X, n(K, X) is the knot group, and although the knot group distinguishes many knots, it fails to distinguish between the square knot and the granny knot. We will replace the pair S= (0, Si) by a pair where the subspace forms an integral part of the whole. In doing so, we will not have a cogroup, but only a coquandle.
Since we will be dealing with the cogroup S in some detail, let us describe its structure in detail. We need a comultiplication p : SdSvS, a coinversion o: S-S, and a coidentity S-(0,1). There is only one map S-(0, I), so it is the coidentity. The coinversion o is defined by cr(z) = z-i. Represent SV S, as S x ( 1,2} with the points (1,l) and (1,2) identified. Then the comultiplication p is defined by p(e") = (e2", 1) for Ostsn,
Let N be the object (0, Y) in P where Y is the subspace of the complex plane consisting of the union of the closed unit disk {ZE C) I.zI I l} and the 'rope' {ZE 63 1 z real and 15 z I 5)) where 0 denotes (0 E C}, and the basepoint * of X is 5. We will show that N is a coquandle, but not directly. Instead, we will show that S and N together form a co-augmented-quandle. This entails the construction of two maps in P, a : N+NvS and d: S-N, so that in [Plop the two axioms AQ1 and AQ2 (Section 9) are satisfied. Once this is done, S and N will represent a contravarient functor from [P] to the category of augmented quandles which will extend the fundamental group functor. In order to show that II gives a group action, we must show that the diagram
NV.&= NvSVS
commutes up to homotopy. Both mapsf=a(av 1) and g = a( 1 VP) place the disk of N onto the disk of NvSVS then stretch the rope of N along the rope of NVSVS and around each circle of NV SV S. Restricted to the disk of N, fequals g. They only differ with regard to the rate that they stretch the rope, hence they are homotopic.
In order to show AQl holds we must show that the diagram Verbally described, f places the disk of N onto itself, then stretches the rope along and back itself, around the disk, and back to the basepoint. In the category P a homotopy is not allowed to pass any point of X-A through A; in particular, the rope of N may not pass through the origin. The required homotopy, f -1, may be made by rotating the disk counterclockwise one revolution while contracting the string to its initial position. In order to show Axiom AQ2 holds, we must verify that the diagram s p + svs pv'+ svsvs
commutes up to homotopy. Both of the compositions describe a loop in NvS starting at the basepoint, clockwise around the circle of NvS, around the boundary of N in NV S, and counterclockwise around the circle of NV S back to the basepoint. The two loops only differ by their rate, and hence are homotopic. Thus, S and N together represent a contravariant functor AQ from [P] to the category of augmented quandles. Let (K, X) be an object of P. A noose about K is a map v : N-+(K, X) in P. If a is a loop in X-K and v is a noose about K, let va =a(v~a) and E(V) =dv. We call E(V) the boundary loop of v. If p is another loop in X-K, we have the homotopies 
If fi and v are nooses about K, let p D v =p&(v).
Then the homotopy classes of nooses in X about K form a quandle. Q(K, X). We name Q(K, X), the fundamental quandle of (K, X), and we name AQ(K, X) the fundamental augmented quandfe of (K, X). AQ(K, X) is the fundamental quandle augmented by the fundamental group of
X-K.
As N is a coquandle, a presentation of its structure is in order. The structure is given by two maps, 4. The map q places the disk of N onto the first disk of NV N and stretches the rope of N along the first rope of NVN and around the boundary of the second N. The map q' is defined similarly except that (exp( -2ni(z -3)), 2) is used in the case 3 I z I 4.
In forthcoming proofs we will have occasion to compose nooses with paths as well as loops. If v is a noose in X about K with basepoint *, and a is a path in X-K from * to *', then let va denote the composition. va is a noose in X about K with basepoint *'. Let Disk v denote the noose with basepoint v(l), (Disk v We will prove an analogous theorem for the fundamental quandle of a pair of spaces.
Theorem 13.1. Let (K,X) be an object in P. Let { Uj} be a covering of X closed under pairwise intersection. Assume for each index i that U, is a neighborhood of r/in K and that Ui -K is arcwise connected and contains the basepoint of X. Then
AQ(K, X) = colim AQ(Ui n K, U,).
Proof. Let AQ(K,X) =(Q, G). Then by the Seifert-Van
Kampen theorem, G= nl(X-K) =colim Irl(Ui -K). According to remarks in Section 10, the colim AQ( Ui n K, r/i) is then of the form (L, G). By the universal property of (L, G) there is a unique f: t-Q determined by the maps AQ(UifIK, U;)-+AQ(K,X) = (Q, G). We will show f is an isomorphism.
Surjectivity off. By Theorem 9.4, it suffices to show that every noose y about K is homotopic to some Crp where a is a noose in some (U,fIK, U;), and B is a loop in X-K. Given y, an arbitrary noose about K, y(O) lies in some Vi. Since r-'(r/i) is a neighborhood of 0 in N, by an appropriate homotopy we may adjust y so that we may assume y(z) E U; for ItI 5 1. Choose a path 6 in CJi -K from y(l) to *. Let a be the noose (Disk y)6 in (Ui n K, U;) and fi be the loop 6-'(Rope 7) in X-K. Then The inverse images of the open sets Vi under H(0, t) cover the unit interval I. Hence, we may divide Z into subintervals 0 = to I t, s --a I t, = 1, so that for each j = 1, . . . , n there is an index i(j) for which H(0, t)E Ujicj, when t,_, 1t5 tje There is an r>O SO that for Iz/ I r and t/_ , I tic we have H(z, t) E l_J,,. One r suffices for all j. By appropriate adjustments of a, a', and H we may assume r= 1. Fig. 4 illustrates the remainder of the proof. For j=O, 1, . . . ,n define the nooses ~j(r) = H(t, tj) in (K, X). Also choose paths Sj from y,( 1) to * in U;o_ 1) tl U,o, -K for j=1,2,...,n-l,andset&=Ropeaand6,=Ropea'.
For j=O, . . . . n define a, to be the noose (Disk yj)dj in (U;u_ i) n U,,,nK, Witi_ 1) fl Ujti,) and pj to be the loop G,T'(Rope yj) in X-K. Then (Y = a0 and a'= a,, . As nooses in (U$l K, UJ and (iJ;fl K, U,l), a/3-a& and a'/?-an/In, respectively. In order to show a/3 equals a'fl' in L., we will show for j= 1, . . . , n that oj-i/$-k equals Crjpj. Fix j between 1 and n. We must show oj-I= aj/?j/l,?, . Let Ej be the path from yj_i(l) t0 yj(l) in Ui~_,,-K given by &j(t) = H(1, ?j_ 1 + t(tj -Zj_ I)). The portion of the homotopy H on [1, 5] 
YO
AQ( vn K, VI
AQ(Ur7 K, U) p AQW,X).
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Knot quandles
Recall that a knot is a subspace K of the 3-sphere X= S3 which is homeomorphic to a circle. A link is a subspace K of X homeomorphic to a disjoint union of circles. Two knots or links K and K' are equivafenr if there is a homeomorphism h of X such that h(K)=K', that is, in the category P, (K,X) is homeomorphic to (K',X). We will deal with oriented spaces; we assume X and K are endowed with orientations. (If K is a link, then we assume each component circle is oriented.) An oriented equivalence of K and K' is an orientation preserving homeomorphism h of X such that h(K)= K' and h preserves the orientation of each component of K. An equivalence class of oriented knots or links (under oriented equivalence) is called an oriented knot type or oriented link type, respectively. We assume all knots, links, and equivalences are oriented and henceforth omit the adjective 'oriented'.
The fundamental group of X-K, x,(K,X), is called the knot group (or link group). This definition assumes either that X-K has a designated basepoint or else that the knot group is only defined up to noncanonical isomorphism; we assume a basepoint.
Recall that a fume knot is a knot equivalent to a closed polygonal curve in X. Some of the results below are restricted to tame knots and tame links.
Associated to a knot (K,X) we have the fundamental quandle Q(K,X). An element of Q(K,X) is represented by a noose v about K. The boundary loop E(V) may or may not link with K. In order to decide when a loop in X-K links once with K, it suffices to choose a generator of H, (X-K) 3 Z. Then loops homologous to that generator have linking number 1 with K. Since we assume K and X have orientations, such a generator may be naturally chosen (say, by the right-hand rule).
Let f be the composition
QW, Xl 2 x1(X-K)+H,(X-K),
and let Q = Q(K, X) =f -'(generator). Then Q consists of the nooses linking once with K. Q is an invariant of the knot type of K; if (K, X) s (K', X), then Q(K, X) Q Q(K', X). The boundaries of the nooses in Q are called meridians of K. n,(X-K) acts on Q(K,X) as well as (K, X). Call Q the knot quandle of the knot (K,X).
A presentation of the knot quandle
Let (K,X) be a tame knot, such as the figure-8 knot shown in Fig. 5 . Recall Wirtinger's presentation for the knot group. Project the knot onto a suitably chosen plane so that the image contains no triple points and only finitely many, n, double points. Such a projection is called a regularprojection. The n 'underpoints' (one for each double point) divide the knot into n arcs, an arc going from one underpass, over whatever overpasses there may be, to another underpass. Label the arcs 2, . . . , a,, placing the labels each to the right of the knot (using the orientation of $,>)).
For each arc ui pass a loop xi in X-K under the arc cl; from right to left. The loops x1,x2, . . . . x,, generate the knot group. Each underpass yields one relation among the loops. For instance, the intersection of the figure-8 knot where a, passes under a2 to become a4 yields the relation x~tx,x2=x4. Together these n generators and n relations give a presentation of the knot. For the figure-8 knot we have the presentation G(K)=(x~,x~,x~,x~:x~~x~x~=x~,,YJx~x~'=x~, -1 X1 X3X1 =X4,XzX4X2 -I =x,).
Since each relation states that one generator is a conjugate of another, we may give a presentation of a quandle just by using quandle notation. For the figure-8 knot we then have
Note that we have described Q(K) so that Adconj Q(K) = G(K). We may arrive at the same presentation of Q(K) more simply. Take a regular projection of the knot K. Label the arcs putting the labels always on one side of the knot. For each intersection derive a relation of one of the two forms as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Then the n relations on the n generators present the quandle Q(K). Proof. We give a direct combinatorial demonstration. There are three basic deformations, called Reidemeister moves of regular projections of knots which do not change the knot type. These three moves account for equivalences among tame knots in the following sense. If two tame knots are equivalent, then for any regular projections of the two knots there is a finite sequence of Reidemeister moves transforming one projection into the other, see [l, 81. In order to show the invariance of Q(K) it suffices to show invariance under these three moves.
The first move Szt removes or adds a kink. For s2, we have two cases depending on which side of the arc is labeled. Fig. 7 indicates invariance under f2, since in a quandle the identities XDX=X and XD-'x=x are satisfied. The move !Z2 slides one arc under another. It requires that XD yD-*y=x and XD-*yD y=x as shown in Fig. 8 . The move G, slides an arc under an intersection. This last move yields four requirements depending on the labeling. Fig. 9 illustrates one of the requirements, which turns out to be 43. The other three requirements are also satisfied by quandles. Since the requirements for the invariance of the knot quandle under the Reidemeister moves are all satisfied, it follows that the quandle is an invariant of the knot type. q Proof. Assume that the regular projection of the knot to the place is projection from the basepoint *. Label the arcs in order al,a2, . . . , a,,. For i= 1, . . . , n let bi be a path down from * directly to the center of the arc ai. Let yi be the loop which travels from * down bi along ai and ai+ 1 then up bi+ I back to *. Let Vi be a small toroidal neighborhood of yi. Then Ui_, n Vi is a neighborhood of bi. Let V=X-K. Then X= VU z/t U ... U U,. According to the Seifert-Van Kampen theorem for quandles, in order to construct Q(K), we need to know only the augmented quandles of (UiinK,Ui>, (UjnUj+,nK,U~fIU;+l), (O,V), (O,U,nV), and (O,UjnUii,nV), and the maps between them.
Let vi be a noose in Ui_ I n Vi linking once about Iii. Then x1 (U;_ , fl Vi -K) = (xi) is the free group on one element Xi = a(Vi) . Hence, by Theorem 12.1, AQ(lJi_1 flUinK, CJ;_l nU;)=(Conj(xi),(Xi)).
Restricting to the nooses linking once with K, we have -
AQ(U;-~~U~~K,U~-~~U~)=((X~>,(X;)).
Let G=n,(V)=n,(X-K) and Gi=n,((/,-k). Then AQ(I/,nK,I/,)=({x;}O,,, Gi, G;), since As described in Section 9, in order to find AQ(K,X) we may first tensor the various m with G = nl (X-K). Then according to Theorems 9.4 and 13.1, upon taking the __ colimit of the various kQQG, we will have AQ(K,X). Both AQ(Ui_i fl r/inK, -Ui_ 1 fl Cli) and AQ( r/i n K, ui) become ((xi} @,, G, G) when tensored with G. Thus, Q is generated by xl,. . . ; x,, modulo the relations induced by tensoring with G. These relations are determined by the action of the generators of G on Q and the relations among the generators of G. It is exactly these relations which were used in the definition of Q(K). Thus, Q(K) z Q(K). 0
We have already noted and used the fact that Adconj Q(K) is the knot group G(K). We now know Adconj Q(K) a G. In particular E(Q) generates G.
Corollary 15.3. Let K be a tame knot, G its knot group, and Q its know quandle. Then Qx G-Q is a transitive group action. Consequently, Q is algebraically connected.
Proof. In order to show G acts transitively on Q it suffices to show that for generators a, b of Q there is an x in G such that ax= 6. But by passing under sufficiently many arcs bl, b2, . . . , bk of the regular projections, the arc a becomes the arc 6. Hence, b = as(b,)*' *a-e(bk)*'.
0
The theorems of this section hold not only for knots, but also for links when careful attention is paid to the orientation of the components of the links. An exception is the preceding corollary which holds only for knots. The quandle of a link is algebraically connected iff the link is a knot.
A representation of the knot quandle
Recall that a meridian about a knot K is a loop in the complement of K that links once with K and bounds a disk intersecting K at one point. Equivalently, a meridian is a boundary of a noose in the knot quandle. Let U be a regular neighborhood of K in X, that is, U is the image of St x (disk) embedded in X with K= image@' x (0)). The boundary aU of U is a torus. Connect U to the basepoint * by a path y in X-U. Then the inclusion UU y c X-K induces a homomorphism from n,(LrU y) I 20 2 to G = 7cI (X -K). This is a monomorphism unless K is a trivial knot. The image of this map is called a peripheral subgroup of the knot group G. Each peripheral subgroup P contains exactly one meridian. Another distinguished element of P is the longitude 1. I is a generator of the subgroup of P consisting of loops which are not linked with K. Proof. Let U be a regular neighborhood of K containing the disk of the noose v. Connect U to * by Rope v. Then the loops in LrU Rope v form a peripheral subgroup P of G. We show P= G,. Without loss of generality we may assume + lies in U and Ropev= {*}. Let U=f(S'xdisk), aU=f(S' xS'), *=f(l, 1). We may also assume E(V) =f(S' x 1). P is generated by the meridian E(V) and the longitude I=f(l x S'). VI is homotopic to v (slide the disk of VI around the solid torus U by one revolution). Also, vm -v, hence, PC G,. Let p be a loop in X-K such that VP-v. The homotopy H of v/3 to v may be chosen so that the disk portion of the homotopy lies inside U. Let y be the loop from v(1) to v(1) given by y(t) =H(l, t). Then p-(Rope v)y(Rope v)-* which lies in P. Thus G, = P. G Thus, the knot quandle contains the same information as the triple (G, P,m) consisting of the knot group G, a peripheral subgroup P, and a meridian m in P.
Neuworth [7] remarks that if two tame knot groups are isomorphic by a map which sends a meridian to a meridian and the group system (the conjugate peripheral subgroups) of one onto the group system of the other, then the (unoriented) knots are equivalent. Conway and Gordon [4] use a slightly stronger principle to construct a group that classifies oriented knots. If two tame knot groups are isomorphic by a map which sends a meridian and corresponding longitude of one onto those of the other, then the oriented knots are equivalent. A proof of this principle may be found in Waldhausen [12] . Other algebraic characterizations of knots have been described by Simon [ 10) and Whitten [ 131. The constructions given by Conway and Gordon, Simon, and Whitten are not functorial, unlike the knot quandle.
The Alexander invariant
In this section we derive a correspondence between the Alexander invariant of a knot and the abelian knot quandle. Indeed, each determines the other. We first show that A may be constructed from the abelian knot quandle AbQ. Since Adconj Q= G, we may apply the remarks of Section 10 to conclude that AbQ= Q/N and Adconj AbQ= G/N, where N is the normal subgroup of G generated by elements of the form ab-'ca-'bc-' with a, 6, cc E(Q).
Lemma 17.1. N= G".
Proof. NC G": By the connectivity of Q, for a, 6, c in Q there exist x, y in G such that b =x-'ax and c = y -lay. Hence, ab-lca-ibc-'=(ax-'a-'x)(y-'aya-l)(x-*axy-ta-'y).
Since the first two terms of the parenthesized product lie in G', we may interchange them modulo G", after which the product simplifies to 1. Therefore, ab-lca-lbc-* E G". Thus, Nc G". Since Adconj AbQ = G/N= G/G" is constructible from AbQ, so is its commutator G'/G". The symmetry of an element in AbQ is an automorphism of AbQ which induces an automorphism on G'/G", the required n-structure on H,(Y)=G'/G". 
Then with this structure, A is isomorphic to AbQ.
Proof. Let a,E Q. Let P be the peripheral subgroup associated to the meridian m =~(a~). By Corollary 16.2, we have Qz (P \ G; m), or using s to denote conjugation by m, QS (P \ G; s). It follows from Lemma 17.1 that AbQ= Q/N= Q/G". Hence,
AbQ I ((P/Pn N) \ (G/N); s) I ((P/Pn G") \ (G/G"); s).
The map GdQ sending x to aox remains surjective upon restriction to G', so
AbQ a((Prl G'/Pn G") \ (G'/G"); s).
Let I be a longitude in P. Then Pr7 G' is the subgroup (I) generated by 1. From the fact that Id(l)\ = 1, it can be shown that 1 lies in G". Consequently, PnG'=(l)= Pfl G". Therefore, AbQ z (G'/G"; s).
The quandle structure in (P \ G; m) is given by
Pxr>Py=Pxy-'my=Pmxy-'my=P(xPm)(yDm)-'y.
In (G'/G";s), we have The Alexander invariant is insufficient to distinguish all knots from the trivial knot. For instance, the Alexander invariant of any doubled knot is trivial.
The cyclic invariants of a knot
The nth cyclic invariant is defined similarly to the Alexander invariant. The space Y,, is the n-fold branched cyclic cover rather than the infinite cyclic cover. The homology group H,( Y,) has an automorphism induced by any meridian of the knot. Thus, H, (Y,) is a module over /1, = Z[r]/(P -1), and as such is called the nth cyclic invariant, A,. A quandle structure on A, is given by XDy=t(X-y)+J'.
With this quandle structure A, is an n-quandle, in fact, it is the largest quotient of the abelian knot quandle which is an n-quandle, which we may call the abelian knot n-quandle AbQ,(K).
The order of H,(Y,) is called the determinant of the knot and is found by evaluating the Alexander polynomial at -1, det K= [A(-1)1. Thus, the order of the involutory abelian knot quandle is det K.
The involutory knot quandle
The involutory knot quandle Q2(K) results from imposing the identity (XDJJ) DY =X on the knot quandle Q(K). This quandle contains five elements and is isomorphic to CoreZs. It is abelian as well as involutory. Proof. We examine the involutory link quandles of the links K, and K2 displayed in Fig. 10 . The complements of Kl and K2 are homeomorphic as described in [9, p. 491. =(a,b,c,d,e:aDc=b,bDd=a,cDa=d, Q2(KZ) has order 8. It may be represented with geodesics as the quandle in Fig. 3 of Section 11. Since the involutory quandles of K, and K2 are distinct, so are their quandles. 0
Q2(K,)
